
Environmental Protection for the 21st Century:
Putting Equity at the Top of the Agenda

Synthetic Biology: Applications for Equitable Environmental
Protection

As a theme, synthetic biology contains a broad and interdisciplinary suite of technological
capabilities. While the text below highlights a few selected areas of interest (pollution
remediation, medical technology, and cellular agriculture), this list is certainly not
representative of the full scope of synthetic biology technologies and their applications. In
some instances, synthetic biology may primarily be generating tools that enable novel
technologies to become products (e.g., synthetic biology catalysts). Acknowledging the limited
scope of the text below, we present some forward looking applications of the rapidly
advancing field of synthetic biology. These areas are ripe with potential for creating innovative
products and advancing environmental and economic equity.

Synthetic Biology concerns the engineering of complex biological systems at the cellular level
with technological tools and techniques of interest to both researchers and practitioners. Broadly
speaking, this field leverages knowledge of naturally occurring biological processes and/or
genetic engineering to offer new methods of producing goods. Applications are wide-ranging,
including but not limited to the production of specialty chemicals, enzymes, high-protein foods,
pharmaceuticals, and biofuels, as well as treatments for environmental remediation. As such, the
anticipated effects on society and the natural environment, both positive and negative as well as
direct and indirect, are also numerous. Below, we briefly explore how this area of advanced
biotechnology provides opportunities for both novel industrial processes and re-imagining of
some current manufacturing practices.

The origins of synthetic biology are found in the literature of early genetic manipulation methods
that emerged in the 1960s and 1970s. Cameron et al. (2014) note both the expansion of this field
in the 2000s as well as the great potential it has to make scientific contributions going forward.
The field has become interconnected with other advanced sciences, notably green chemistry and
computer science.1 As an indication of synthetic biology’s commercial maturity and potential,
Synbiobeta, a synthetic biology industry group, indicates that this sector has grown exponentially
over the last decade, with approximately $8 billion of investment funds flowing into synthetic

1 Cameron, D. E., Bashor, C. J., & Collins, J. J. (2014). A brief history of synthetic biology. Nature Reviews
Microbiology, 12(5), 381–390. https://doi.org/10.1038/nrmicro3239
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biology companies in 2020. Market research from Bloomberg and Technavio project an
additional $11 billion in sector growth between 2020 and 2024.2

As evidence from the field of environmental justice (EJ) reveals, industrial processes have social
and environmental impacts. Historically, industrial site placement near some—often
marginalized—residential communities has been a common cause of EJ concern. One can
imagine how this might have occurred in the past (though, the concern is still relevant today).
Communities living in the periphery of a community may have lacked power when industrial
developments were proposed. Such industrial developments likely brought economic stimulus
and the prospect of jobs along with unknown environmental health risks. Conversely, some
residential communities may have spread to underdeveloped areas relatively close to industrial
facilities such as those in the EPA’s Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) as a result of lower housing
costs in those areas.

As novel technological solutions advance toward scaled, industrial applications, the EJ risks
should be considered. Some new processes and resulting products may become associated with
positive EJ impacts, primarily from mitigating the environmental risks of modern industrial
activities. However, consideration of the potential for undesirable side-effects of synthetic
biology is also important, especially as regulatory bodies begin forming rules around this area of
biotechnology. For example, future bioreactors may contain special-made microorganisms
associated with risky outcomes if accidentally released into the surrounding environment. Given
the reality that more and more synthetic biology products are likely to enter the market
throughout the decades to come, this topic overview attempts to conceptualize some of both the
positive and concerning mechanisms by which synthetic biology may affect environmental
health and equity.

Defining Synthetic Biology
Definitions of synthetic biology in the literature vary in complexity. The United Nations
categorizes synthetic biology as a sub-category of biotechnology based on definitions outlined by
the Convention on Biological Diversity and the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety.3 Agapakis
(2014) provides a concise definition, “Synthetic biology is frequently defined as the application
of engineering design principles to biology”.4 Cameron et al.’s (2014) description refers more
specifically to “forward-engineer[ing] cellular behavior.” What is clear from the literature is that
synthetic biology leverages our knowledge of genetics, powerful computing, and relatively
straightforward biological processes, such as fermentation, to produce a wide range of useful
(and innovative) outputs.

Key Applications of Interest for Environmental Impacts
Synthetic biology technologies appear poised to affect the environment in two broad ways:
directly improving environmental outcomes when technologies are employed to remediate

4 Agapakis, C. M. (2014). Designing Synthetic Biology. ACS Synthetic Biology, 3(3), 121–128.
https://doi.org/10.1021/sb4001068

3 UN definitions, https://sdgs.un.org/publications/synthetic-biology-17945 (2015)

2 Synthetic Biology Investment Reached a New Record of Nearly $8 Billion in 2020 — What Does This Mean For
2021?; Synthetic Biology Market 2020-2024 | Investment in Synthetic Biology Process and Techniques to Boost
Growth | Technavio
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pollution, and indirectly as synthetic biology enables industrial process improvements that may
reduce negative environmental impacts. As an example of direct environmental impact, synthetic
biology has enabled some material technologies that facilitate the cleanup of contaminated water
or soil by physically attaching to pollutants, such as heavy metals. In contrast, if synthetic
biology offers an alternative process for scaled manufacturing of biofuels in the future, we may
consider this an indirect effect because the biofuel may be produced and burned with fewer
emissions when it is consumed.

While the scientific possibilities appear promising, the literature notes some potential for
governance concerns related to consumer/citizen acceptance and genetic diversity outcomes (see
Redford et al., 2019 and Torgersen, 2009).5 However—speaking generally—some synthetic
biology techniques are potentially quite safe, at least compared to conventional manufacturing
processes. For example, applications may involve a relatively safe microbial fermentation
process or be based on enzymatic action in place of conventional industrial chemistry processes
associated with relatively toxic solvents. A logical conclusion based on existing literature as well
as past technological advancements, such as nanotechnology, is that an appropriate degree of
transparency must be adopted—by both companies and regulators—as synthetic biology
matures; however, the rewards of synthetic biology innovation may outweigh the risks.

Food Systems Applications
Synthetic biology offers multiple points of entry for affecting food systems. First, synthetic
biology techniques can be utilized to advance science in the genetic modification of crops. Pixley
et al. (2019) point to numerous opportunities for improved disease resistance in a variety of food
crops, which may help farmers better manage harvest risks. Of course, this space is complex with
regards to equitable access to technology, intellectual property, regulatory standards, and
consumer perceptions.6 Crop resistance enabled by advanced biology may offer promising results
for farmers managing harvest risks, especially those smallholders of the Global South. Such risk
management may also provide EJ benefits. However, persistent consumer concerns over
genetically engineered crops in the food system highlight the fact that new technologies are not
free from acceptance challenges.

Importantly, we can also imagine applications beyond what humans eat. Animal feed may be
produced in new ways with positive impacts on biodiversity instead of perpetuating present day,
large scale corn (maize) and soya supply chains. Intensive, single- or two-crop (monoculture)
systems currently supplying animal feed are widely associated with significant environmental
impacts, from carbon intensity of chemical inputs to nutrient run-off contaminating surface water
sources. Synthetic biology may enable increased use of biological farming inputs (e.g., beneficial
microbial treatments), which may help move this sector away from fossil fuel derived inputs.
Engineered crop resistance may also affect forestry management, with important implications

6 Pixley, K. V., Falck-Zepeda, J. B., Giller, K. E., Glenna, L. L., Gould, F., Mallory-Smith, C. A., Stelly, D. M., & Stewart, C.
N. (2019). Genome Editing, Gene Drives, and Synthetic Biology: Will They Contribute to Disease-Resistant Crops,
and Who Will Benefit? Annual Review of Phytopathology, 57(1), 165–188.
https://doi.org/10.1146/annurev-phyto-080417-045954

5 Redford, K.H., Brooks, T.M., Macfarlane, N.B.W. and Adams, J.S. (eds.). (2019). Genetic frontiers for conservation:
An assessment of synthetic biology and biodiversity conservation. [Technical assessment]. IUCN.
https://doi.org/10.2305/IUCN.CH.2019.04.en; Torgersen, H. (2009). Synthetic biology in society: Learning from past
experience? Systems and Synthetic Biology, 3(1–4), 9–17. PubMed. https://doi.org/10.1007/s11693-009-9030-y
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involving the use of nature to capture carbon. Some at-risk tree species may be able to return to
their native regions, while other species may be modified to increase their photosynthetic
capacities or improve drought resistance.

Synthetic biology may offer novel solutions to improving soil health as well. Similar to the
genetic engineering of crops for plant resistance to disease and pests, soil nutrient management
solutions offer farmers the opportunity to increase efficiency by reducing consumption of
agricultural inputs, such as nitrogen fertilizer. Joyn Bio, a joint venture of Ginkgo Bioworks and
Bayer, is working on the ability to fix nitrogen with microbes to help grow crops that typically
require fertilizer applications, such as maize/corn.7 Reduction in fertilizer use can potentially
decrease greenhouse gas emissions (GHGs) from land-based agriculture, and also from
production of the fertilizer itself, leading to ancillary benefits such as reduced nutrient run-off
into waterways.

A third food systems application, high protein foods, has grown significantly in recent years.8

Synthetic biology can be used to create novel proteins that serve as substitutes for conventional
animal proteins, such as meats and seafoods. Whether plant-based or “cultivated” meats that may
be derived from actual animal cells, these products offer consumers meat-eating experiences that
have potential to provide differential nutritional profiles and environmental footprints compared
to conventional animal proteins. Synthetic biology-driven new ventures like Finless Foods and
Memphis Meats are attempting to scale production without the use of the animals. The food
technology techniques utilized not only build protein networks for nutritional value, but also
work to ensure that the sensory experience of meat-substitute foods is comparable from a textural
and fat content perspective. As demand for such foods grows, following the success of creations
like the IMPOSSIBLE Burger—which uses genetically engineered heme as a coloring agent to
mimic blood—synthetic biology may enable more easily scaling of production methods to
eventually provide lower-cost, nutrient dense foods. A co-benefit of these alternatives might be
reduced demand for comparable foods reliant on environmentally detrimental livestock supply
chains. It is widely acknowledged that animal agriculture is associated with harmful GHG
emissions, specifically methane, as well as waste management risks (e.g., water contamination
from nutrient runoff). Below, we continue to survey some of these themes in a focused section on
cellular agriculture.

Environmental Remediation
Advanced techniques to manipulate the cellular metabolism of microbes allow scientists to
explore new uses of microbial action as well as the production of new materials, such as
polymers, from biological processes. Karig (2017) describes numerous capabilities of microbes
to be employed as signaling tools or to target specific substances and break them down. For
example, microorganisms may be selected to attach to cells, certain chemical compounds, or
materials in ways that allow for the detection of proteins of interest, such as those present in
pathogen cells.9 Microbiological action may also be used for environmental remediation.
Advanced materials and “designed” microorganisms may be employed to clean up target

9 Karig, D. K. (2017). Cell-free synthetic biology for environmental sensing and remediation. Energy Biotechnology •
Environmental Biotechnology, 45, 69–75. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.copbio.2017.01.010.

8 Good Food Institute market research, https://gfi.org/marketresearch/

7 Joyn Bio company overview, https://www.ginkgobioworks.com/our-work/joyn-bio/
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pollutants by degrading the substance(s)—perhaps with added benefits such as generation of a
biological fuel source—or through some form of adsorbent action. There is a large literature on
nanomaterial science, which indicates that nanomaterials, possibly produced using synthetic
biology, can have advantageous surface area properties that facilitate environmental remediation
efforts. For example, Das et al. (2016) describe the ability of some bacteria to take in heavy
metals and transform them into more benign chemical compounds, such as metallic salts; a
process known as biosorption.10 Thus, new approaches for microbial treatment and enzymatic
processes may be applied to environmental cleanup efforts as synthetic biology innovation
continues to advance.

How can synthetic biology technologies promote fairer, more equitable environmental
protection?
Given the variety of potential synthetic biology applications, this class of advanced technology
will likely have a similarly large variety of possible effects on society. In brief, if applications
such as those described above are widely adopted, there may be at least three common
mechanisms by which synthetic biology affects equitable outcomes related to the environment:

1. Some current industrial processes may be replaced with less environmentally risky
production techniques, thus reducing future pollution and decreasing the carbon intensity
of some industrial sectors.

2. Some technologies will provide new options for cleaning up pollution that already exists.

3. Improved production efficiency of high-quality protein alternatives (i.e., cellular
agriculture) may improve global food security by improving food safety and facilitating
more equitable distribution.

Generally, if some tools of synthetic biology become widespread and are successfully scaled up
for industrial process improvements, we can expect some environmental risk reduction from
those industrial sources. De Lorenzo et al. (2018) note the potential for biotechnology to reduce
reliance on fossil fuels.11 At the local level, this may improve the environmental health profiles
of communities living near industrial sites. If industrial pollutants are reduced, atmospheric
emissions and effluent to waterways will likely decrease. Emissions reductions can contribute to
international climate change mitigation goals. Moreover, future process improvements that either
prevent emissions or manage emissions more effectively can improve local air quality by
reducing air particulate matter, thereby improving health outcomes. The recent report entitled
The Costs of Inaction, concludes that pollution and a changing climate are causing nearly 800
billion dollars in costs annually, a number which is predicted to increase in the future.12

12 De Alwis, D. and Limaye, V. NRDC Report. May 2021. The Costs of Inaction: The Economic Burden of Fossil Fuels
and Climate Change on Health in the U.S..

11 de Lorenzo, V., et al. (2018). The power of synthetic biology for bioproduction, remediation and pollution control.
EMBO Reports, 19(4), e45658. https://doi.org/10.15252/embr.201745658

10 Das, S., Dash, H. R., & Chakraborty, J. (2016). Genetic basis and importance of metal resistant genes in bacteria
for bioremediation of contaminated environments with toxic metal pollutants. Applied Microbiology and
Biotechnology, 100(7), 2967–2984. https://doi.org/10.1007/s00253-016-7364-4
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Waste management systems associated with some industrial operations, such as mining and
large-scale agriculture, offer a salient example of how advanced technologies like synthetic
biology may help communities adapt to a changing climate. In the immediate aftermath of
Hurricane Florence, which hit the Carolinas in 2018, it became evident that the status quo of
waste infrastructure for the region’s swine (livestock) production industry lacked resilience
against such extreme weather events. Flooded waste lagoons contaminated both land and
waterways.13 However, concerns about the hog industry’s waste management were not new. This
region was the focus of a series of five lawsuits in recent years, which culminated in over $549
million being awarded to the plaintiffs, partly resulting from air quality concerns.14 While
extreme flooding is episodic in nature, local air quality is a more chronic environmental health
concern, especially when one considers the disparate effects that may be observed across local
communities of varied socioeconomic status and race. Similarly, a former mining site waste pool
breach (Piney Point) recently resulted in the release of contaminated wastewater into Tampa Bay,
Florida. In both of these focusing events, we can infer the potential for damages to parties not
associated with the private sector’s operations (i.e., environmental externalities); decreased home
values in North Carolina, for example, and less prosperous fishing and tourism businesses in
Florida. Further, the location of these types of operations in less affluent areas contributes to the
disproportionate inequity of impacts, amid lower resilience of these communities. Also in both
cases, we can imagine that synthetic biology may lead to wastewater treatment solutions that are
either more effective in their mechanisms of action or more widely used by industrial actors
because of cost effectiveness. Clearly, despite the existence of environmental regulations, the
waste lagoon site leaks noted above demonstrate how waste management systems may still have
potential for improved risk management in the future, perhaps facilitated by synthetic
biology-derived water treatments with associated improvements in equity for affected
communities.

Technologies that facilitate environmental cleanup efforts in new ways may lead to more
equitable environmental outcomes in some communities. Lower-cost solutions and remediation
techniques associated with fewer trade-offs may lead to more rapid and/or effective removal of
pollutants. Again, such outcomes could improve the environmental health profiles of burdened
communities and build resiliency for periodic natural disasters, an important part of climate
change adaptation work. In addition to climate adaptation benefits, there are emissions
reduction—or mitigation—benefits. Shears (2019) cites the potential of advanced biological
research in biofuels. One example is the genetic engineering of bacteria to produce organic
molecules that mimic conventional diesel fuel.15 As it is acknowledged that burning diesel
contributes to undesirable air particulate matter, synthetic biology-driven biofuel technologies
may have the triplicate benefits of lower carbon intensity, avoided emissions from extraction,
and less air particulate pollution. This can improve the environmental health of communities
situated near production sites as well as in urban centers with concentrated transportation
emissions.

15 Shears J. (2019). Is there a role for synthetic biology in addressing the transition to a new low carbon energy
system?. Microbial biotechnology, 12(5), 824–827. https://doi.org/10.1111/1751-7915.13462.

14 Wallace & Graham, P.A. (n.d.). Environmental Litigation. Retrieved November 18, 2020, from
https://wallacegraham.com/environmental-litigation/.

13 “Lagoons of Pig Waste Are Overflowing…” (NY Times, 2018). https://nyti.ms/2Daumwx
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While this area of biotechnology shows promise for some environmental remediation
applications discussed above, the intentional use of a novel biotechnology solution within a
natural ecosystem, especially one that is not contained, highlights one equity concern associated
with synthetic biology. Some bioremediation tools will either be produced utilizing living
microorganisms, or such organisms themselves will be the solution that is applied to a
remediation site. Speaking generally, these organisms may be genetically engineered and/or may
not exist in nature, at least in some new targeted use location. This raises concerns about
accidental release or outgrowth of the microbes. Similar to invasive plant or animal species, such
organisms may be generally regarded as safe (“GRAS”), but their introduction into new
ecosystems has the potential to cause unforeseen consequences. Of course, regulators (if they
keep pace with the technology) will continue to establish ground rules for the use of such new
technologies. For instance, environmental health and safety or toxicology assessments may be
required before some new products enter the marketplace. Layered risk management approaches
under the umbrella of biosecurity may also be utilized to manage genetic risk. For example,
non-propagation genes can be inserted into genetically engineered species if there are concerns
about uncontrolled genetic proliferation, mutations, or “contamination” of other species. To help
ensure equitable outcomes, it is also recommended that communities—the residents—be
informed and given the opportunity to weigh in on the use of certain futuristic biotechnologies in
their environment. As has been observed with many new technological achievements, from
irradiation of ground beef to new vaccines, public perceptions are both important and immensely
complex, especially if genetics are involved.16 The broad societal and environmental benefits of
novel applications in synthetic biology should still be pursued, despite the risk of this type of
microbial release or potential consumer resistance; however, the industry should proceed with
caution when introducing new applications of the technology, taking special care to engage
stakeholders and avoid exacerbating environmental justice issues by not giving citizens a seat at
the table. Informed by past mistakes, the future of environmental protection should adopt new
technologies while ensuring that the population, especially marginalized groups, are given a
voice in the process; some degree of transparency is key.

Closing Remarks
As described above, the field of synthetic biology is actively growing in both scope and
investment interest. Wide-ranging solutions may become possible at scale, including both new
materials and new manufacturing processes. Advanced genetic manipulation and the use of
microbes as production machines are creating novel medical treatments, nanomaterials, and
future sources of energy. Related to equity considerations, many of the technologies discussed
are thought to have at least ancillary benefits for environmental health outcomes compared to
comparable conventional technologies. Of course, as these technologies mature past the research
and development stage, policymakers and regulators will need to revise or amend formal
definitions, the scope of some biotechnology policies, and consider other levers of encouraging
adoption (e.g., subsidies). The literature specifically highlights concern about technology
ownership, responsible management of unknown risks, and stakeholder engagement when
considering new applications of synthetic biology.17 Perhaps the path for this technology to result

17 Akin, H., et al. (2017). Mapping the Landscape of Public Attitudes on Synthetic Biology. BioScience, 67(3),
290–300. https://doi.org/10.1093/biosci/biw171; Torgersen, H., & Schmidt, M. (2013). Frames and comparators:

16 Hart Research Associates. Perceptions of Cellular Agriculture (Report). Environmental Law Institute and New
Harvest. January 2017.
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in the most equitable outcomes is through progressive regulation that keeps pace with the speed
of investment in this promising field. Synthetic biology appears to be well-positioned for
public-private partnerships in which national governments invest in research and development
alongside venture capital firms. This may help achieve a balance of market-ready innovations
that are moderated by sound scientific inquiry and safety precautions.

##

Use Case: Cellular Agriculture
What if future demand for animal foods can be met without animals? Such an achievement, even
if only realized in a portion of the global marketplace, would be associated with a slew of health
and environmental benefits. Of course, those benefits will not come free; technological,
economic, and cultural challenges exist, which will likely moderate the growth of animal
substitutes. The area of research related to creating novel food products, both plant- and
animal-based, without the typical inputs is known as cellular agriculture. In part, cellular
agriculture takes advantage of our knowledge of genetics to grow such foods in bioreactors
instead of the farms, ranches, and concentrated feedlots of conventional livestock agriculture
today. Below, we define this particular area of synthetic biology, followed by a brief exploration
of some of the positive and negative considerations associated with this relatively young
technology space.

Cellular agriculture is perhaps most easily described as a means of producing plant and animal
products without the traditional crops and animals at the origin of today’s supply chains for
agricultural goods (which, of course, also includes commodity grains for animal feed). Rather
than genetically modifying seeds, for example, cellular agriculture technology might offer the
ability to generate or grow plant fibers directly, without first growing the plant in the field. Such
technologies appear positioned to produce the next wave of innovation in global food systems.
Cellular agriculture technologies can create myriad innovative food products that closely mimic
meats, seafoods, dairy, and eggs. Some such innovations will be 100% plant-based food
substances, while others will have started with animal cells. Some, but not all, cellular
agriculture will be enabled by genetic engineering, perhaps provoking a newfound understanding
of “GMO” foods in the future.

Eibl et al. (2021) succinctly define the space as, “the controlled and sustainable manufacture of
agricultural products with cells and tissues without plant or animal involvement.”18 Building on
this, Ong et al. (2021) note two important distinctions about these types of production processes.
First, the starting point of the cultivated protein may be based on living (or once-living) cells or
non-living organic matter. Second, the technique by which the starting point is propagated may
be primarily a fermentation process or a process that builds a tissue/fiber matrix in some fashion,
such as additive (3d) printing. As this area continues to develop, it is likely that a variety of
techniques will be utilized and some paths to producing cellular agriculture products will evolve

18 Eibl, R., Senn, Y., Gubser, G., Jossen, V., van den Bos, C., & Eibl, D. (2021). Cellular Agriculture: Opportunities and
Challenges. Annual Review of Food Science and Technology, 12(1), 51–73.
https://doi.org/10.1146/annurev-food-063020-123940.

How might a debate on synthetic biology evolve? Futures, 48, 44–54.
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.futures.2013.02.002.
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to be more feasibly scaled than others.19 Regardless of the exact mechanisms at play, this science
presents a significant opportunity to move away from some concentrated livestock production on
land and fisheries (including fish farming) at sea. Both of these current means of production are
fraught with social and environmental risks. These conventional agricultural systems are widely
acknowledged as major sources of GHG emissions and water contamination.20 Cellular
agriculture offers a relatively sustainable and safe approach to innovating how global food
systems can meet future demand for food, especially proteins. However, impacts on smaller
agricultural enterprises remain unexplored.

Benefits of More Efficient Production and Challenges to Scale
Even a cursory review of the academic literature and market activity for innovative plant-based
food technology reveals significant research and development and investment activity. Many of
the products employ cellular agriculture in their production process. Assuming some of these
new products are successfully scaled and marketed in the future, there are some key areas of
opportunity and risk worth analyzing in the context of improving equity and enabling societal
benefits of such technologies.

On the opportunity side, cellular agriculture has high potential to positively impact global food
security. Products may be grown with less risk, less costly ongoing input costs,
and—perhaps—customizable nutritional profiles. A cellular agriculture production facility may
be relatively location agnostic and may require significantly smaller land area to produce output
levels comparable to conventional livestock production, for example. Moreover, cellular
agriculture facilities should be favorable in terms of water consumption and waste generation.
Finally, the output may be less prone to pathogen contamination, less dangerous for food
production workers to handle, and free of residual chemicals of concern to consumers, such as
livestock antibiotics and pesticides. In sum, the risk profile of this production technology appears
promising, with an overall low-impact environmental footprint.

However, the ability to safely produce meats and other novel animal protein substitutes does not
guarantee consumer acceptance. Food norms are deeply embedded in cultures around the world,
and perceptions about eating manufactured forms of traditional animal protein must evolve
before these products reach widespread appeal and affordability. Even if a large share of the
population begins to accept (and demand) the many foods that might be reimagined using
cellular agriculture, it will take some time before new types of food can compete in terms of
price with the embedded, legacy business models of meats, seafoods, dairy, and eggs. In fact,
existing industries may demonstrate resistance to the cellular agriculture movement. Multiple
countries have already grappled with establishing standards of identity for some novel foods. For
example interest groups, regulators, and consumers may ask: is an IMPOSSIBLE Burger made
with “meat”? Should plant-based beverages be marketed as “milks”? One can easily
conceptualize how farmers may see new entrant products as competition, especially if consumers
are unable to easily ascertain the product differences.

20 Rejeski, D. and Maxon, M. Bioengineering the future. The Environmental Forum. Environmental Law Institute.
Spring 2021.; Sandalow, David, et al. Food and Climate Change Infoguide. The Food Climate Partnership. May 2021.
Columbia | SIPA Center on Global Energy Policy | Food and Climate Change InfoGuide.

19 Ong K.J., Jeremiah Johnston, Isha Datar, et al. Food Safety Considerations and Research Priorities for the Cultured
Meat and Seafood Industry. Authorea. February 10, 2021.
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Finally, there are labor and rural economic concerns to consider. Today, jobs in animal
agriculture often entail tending to animals in confined spaces with low air quality (e.g., chicken
coops with high ammonia levels) and dangerous slaughterhouse conditions. Many such positions
are filled by peoples of color or minority groups.21 One equity-related impact of a larger cellular
agriculture sector may be that new product lines offer relatively safer working conditions. Of
course, there may also be job loss effects in the conventional livestock-related sectors. This risk
should not be discounted and may very well be touted by the livestock industry as a big risk of
new age “meats.” Some economic consideration must also be given to the ranchers who own
livestock operations today. Perhaps a modest imagining of the future of animal-based foods
might involve some portion of the global meat industry adapting by diversifying toward these
novel concepts. Large meat companies like Tyson and JBS may decide to offer both styles of
high-protein foods. In fact, some large food manufacturers have already made investments in
novel meat startups. As demand grows, food manufacturers may find they can at least reduce the
use of animal ingredients, perhaps saving money while also reducing the carbon footprint of
certain product lines.

Policy and Equity Considerations
Despite multilateral frameworks that have established preliminary norms around synthetic
biology (e.g., the Nagoya Protocol), consensus has not yet been reached for standard definitions
and regulatory treatment of this relatively newer area of science and technology.22 As a result, it
is currently up to cellular agriculture stakeholders to first consider ethical and economic impacts
of technology introduction into global markets as they pursue innovation. It is likely that the
most equitable outcomes of new technologies can be realized with a multilateral commitment to
transparency and forethought with regards to ownership rights of genetic material. However,
there is always a risk that too much emphasis on open-source development, the precautionary
principle, and ownership uncertainty may curb innovation. Within reason, the social and
economic benefits of technologies like cellular agriculture will likely be maximized if private
organizations are incentivized to develop proprietary intellectual property. Again, these concerns
and policy considerations share some similarities with genetically modified organisms (GMOs),
which is especially controversial in the context of globalized food systems. The three policy
priorities outlined by the Good Food Institute (GFI), a nonprofit think tank and cellular
agriculture-related industry group, serve as a good starting point for considering the introduction
of cellular agriculture innovations into the marketplace. GFI’s policy work is focused on,
“securing government funding,” promoting “cultivated meat regulation,” and “advocating for fair
public policy.”23 At the community level, the current market development approach is to
introduce novel plant-based products such as the IMPOSSIBLE Burger and Beyond Meat,
through vegan offerings at fast food restaurants. This strategic marketing choice may help to
expedite the normalization of eating animal food substitutes while increasing awareness beyond
the relatively small segment of consumers who adhere to vegan diets. Ultimately, this may help
grow market share of these food startups, win young consumers before they form opinions about

23 GFI. Policy. Good Food Institute. 2021. https://gfi.org/policy/

22 Bagley, Margo. Digital DNA: The Nagoya Protocol, Intellectual Property Treaties, and Synthetic Biology. Synthetic
Biology Project. December 2015.

21 Fremstad, Shawn, Rho Hye Jin, and Brown, Hayley. Meatpacking Workers Aar a Diverse Group Who Need Better
Protections. Center for Economic and Policy Research. April 2020.
https://cepr.net/meatpacking-workers-are-a-diverse-group-who-need-better-protections/.
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consuming meats, and slowly educate different segments of the consumer base about the food
system advantages of vegan foods. As groups like GFI, food companies, and perhaps some
government agencies build awareness, consumer acceptance may grow (along with demand). As
a result, more competition amongst producers may help drive these food products towards price
parity with traditional livestock products. Because of the potential emissions reductions
associated with the cellular agriculture sector and the ability of this industry to, perhaps, provide
food security to famine or crisis stricken populations, one may even envision some governments
(and major food conglomerates) setting cellular agriculture adoption goals in the future.

Given the current interest around food products that are enabled by cellular agriculture and the
environmentally favorable outcomes of moving away from large livestock production systems, it
seems probable that the field of cellular agriculture will continue to expand with further
investment, diversifying the scope of product possibilities. Along the way, governments may be
able to help fund some research, perhaps serving to balance and moderate the influential venture
capital sector. This may give regulatory bodies the ability to keep pace with the innovation while
also serving to foster consumer acceptance of these novel foods. In order for the environmental
benefits to be realized and social co-benefits to be equitable, stakeholders must strive for
transparency and active engagement as this new sector matures.
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